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gran rondò 
shoppIng centre

Crema (Italy)

the gran rondò shopping centre is 
in a strategic position, just 1 km from 
the city centre of crema (northern 
Italy). opened in 1994 and then ex-
tended in 2006, it underwent a com-
plete restyling in 2019 to provide a 
more comfortable experience for its 
visitors. the centre extends over an 
area of more than 15,000 m2 and has 
38 shops and boutiques, a hypermar-
ket and a carpark with a capacity of 
1,280 vehicles.

Preparation work and installation 
in the arcade 
mapei technical services proposed 

the most suitable systems to install 
the new flooring in the arcade and 
bathrooms. For the arcade (total sur-
face area 2,250 m2), the restyling proj-
ect specified that the old stone floor-
ing should be overlaid with marazzi 
ceramic tiles in various formats 
(60x60 cm, 30x60 cm and 15x60 cm 
with a thickness of 10.5 mm).
some of the stone slabs were re-
moved. Where required, the sub-
strate left exposed was skimmed 
and levelled off with planItop Fast 
330 fibre-reinforced, quick-setting 
cementitious mortar. Before install-
ing the new flooring chosen for this 

neW Floor coverIngs In the arcade and 
Bathrooms In thIs BIg shoppIng mall 

LEFT. a view 
of the external 
arcade upon 
completion of 
the restyling 
work.
RIGHT. an 
external view of 
the shopping 
centre.

the objective was to create ceramic 
coverings that would be durable, 
resistant and, above all, quick to 
install. therefore, mapei technical 
services suggested to use products 
that would allow the installation 
work to be completed quickly. 
Besides, the double-buttering 
technique reduced the risk of tiles 
breaking due to heavy or spot loads, 
which is especially important in are-
as subjected to heavy foot and load 
traffic, such as in shopping arcades.

Problems and solutions
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TECHNICAL DATA
Gran Rondò shopping 
centre, crema (Italy)
Year of construction: 1994
Year of the intervention: 
2019
Intervention by Mapei: 
supplying products to 
prepare screeds, waterproof 

substrates, install and 
grout ceramic tiles in the 
arcade and bathrooms
Mapei coordinators: 
Francesco di chiara and 
alessio risso, mapei spa 
(Italy)

MApEI proDuCTs
preparing screeds: 
topcem pronto
skimming substrates 
planitop Fast 330
Waterproofing substrates: 
mapeband easy, 
mapelastic aquadefense
Installing ceramic tiles: 

Keraquick Maxi S1, Keraflex 
maxi s1 Zerø
grouting joints: ultracolor 
plus
sealing expansion joints: 
mapefoam, mapesil ac 

For further information on 
products see mapei.com

area, the old flooring was thoroughly 
cleaned, the surface was sanded 
down and the substrate was cleaned 
to remove all materials that could af-
fect adhesion of the new flooring.
ceramic tiles were bonded with  
KeraQuIcK maXI s1 rapid-setting 
and hydrating cementitious mor-
tar with very low emission of volatile 
organic compounds (voc), which 
is particularly recommended for ce-
ramics and stone, including large 

formats. this product allows to open 
floors to intense use within just 24 
hours of being installed. the contrac-
tor was therefore able to carry out the 
work during the shopping centre’s 
closing hours.
It was recommended to use the 
“double-buttering” technique to in-
stall the tiles: that is, to apply the ad-
hesive on both the installation bed 
and on the back of the tiles in order 
to guarantee complete wetting. us-
ing this technique prevents gaps and 
voids forming between the substrate 
and the tiles, thereby reducing the 
risk of tiles breaking due to heavy or 
spot loads.
ultracolor plus high-perfor-
mance mortar was then used to 
grout the joints. Polymer-modified 
and recommended for joints from 
2 to 20 mm wide, this is a rapid-set-
ting and hardening product with 
water-repellent dropeffect® and anti-
mould BioBlock® technology. 
ultracolor plus also makes it 
possible to open flooring to foot traf-
fic within just 3 hours of completing 
the grouting operations.

Installing in the bathrooms
to install the tiles in the bathrooms, 
it was recommended to create a new 
solid, compact isolating screed. a va-
pour barrier, doubling as an isolating 
layer, was created by laying sheets 
of polyethylene over the surface, 
with the edges of the sheets over-
lapping by 20 cm. the screed itself 
was made from topcem pronto 
ready-to-use, normal-setting, quick-
drying screed mortar, which allows 
screeds to be made that have a re-

sidual moisture content of less than 
2% after just 4 days of curing.
The ceramic flooring was installed 
with KeraFleX maXI s1 ZerØ high-
performance cementitious adhesive 
with very low emission of volatile or-
ganic compounds. the joints were 
again grouted with ultracolor 
plus. 
to seal the expansion joints, as well 
as the junction points between the 
porcelain flooring and the skirting 
around the edges of the drains and 
pillars, it was recommended to use 
mapesIl ac pure acetic silicone seal-
ant with anti-mould BioBlock® tech-

nology, and mapeFoam closed-cell 
polyethylene foam cord.
the ceramic tiles of the walls were 
bonded to plasterboard panels. extra 
care was taken around the control 
joints and corners between horizon-
tal and vertical surfaces by apply-
ing mapeBand easY rubber tape. 
A waterproofing layer consisting of 
two coats of mapelastIc aQuade-
Fense ready-to-use, ultra quick dry-
ing, flexible liquid membrane was 
then applied on the substrates..
the tiles were then installed with 
KeraFleX maXI s1 and joints were 
grouted with ultracolor plus.

4. Il getto è stato effettuato con 
planItop hpc Floor t in uno 
spessore di 2,5 cm miscelato con 
l’additivo stagionante antiritiro 
mapecure sra.
5. per l’intervento di isolamento 
acustico è stato applicato il 
sistema mapesonIc cr incollato 
con ultraBond eco v4 sp.
6. la posa del parquet è 
stata effettuata con l’adesivo 
ultraBond eco s955 1K..

1. the old stone 
flooring was overlaid 
with new ceramic 
tiles bonded with 
KeraQuIcK maXI s1 
adhesive.
2. the “double-
buttering” technique 
was recommended 
in order to create a 
better bond.
3. ultracolor 
plus high-
performance mortar 
was used to grout 
the joints.. 
4. the substrates 
in the bathrooms 
were waterproofed 
with mapelastIc 
aQuadeFense 
and the ceramic 
tiles were installed 
with KeraFleX 
maXI s1 ZerØ. Joints 
were grouted with 
ultracolor plus.
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KErAquICK MAxI s1

high-performance, deformable, 
rapid-setting and hydrating, non-slip 
cementitious adhesive with extended 
workability and very low emission of 
volatile organic compounds.

FIND OUT MORE




